In this paper, we investigate the problem of existence of positive solutions for the nonlinear third order boundary value problem. By using krasnoselskii's fixed-point theorem of cone, we establish various results on the existence of positive solutions the boundary value problem.
Introduction
The theory of impulsive differential equations describes processes which experience a sudden change of their state at certain moments. Processes with such a character arise naturally and often.especially in phenomena studied in physics, chemical technology, population dynamics, biotechnology and ecomomics. For an introduction of the basic theory of impulsive differential equations in R n , see [1] [2] [3] and the references therein. The theory of impulsive differential equations has become an important area of investigation in recent years and is much richer than the corresponding theory of differential equations(see for instance [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and their references). However, to the best of our knowledge, these papers only studied the second-order or periodic BVPs of impulsive differential equations. This article is devoted to study two-point BVPs for third-order impulsive differential systems,which are the complement of previously known results. Meanwhile,the existence of many solutions is also studied.
Consider the following third-order boundary value problem with impulse effects
where n is fixed positive integer)are fixed points with 0
)represent the right-hand limit and left-hand limit of u (t) at t = t k respectively ,a :
Preliminary Notes
In order to define the solution of problem ,we shall consider the following space.
Let J = J \ t 1 , t 2 , · · · , t n ,and
is a real Banach space with norm
To establish the existence of multiple positive solutions in P C
is a solution of problem(1.1)if and only if x is a solution of the following impulsive integral equation:
and G(t, s) is nonnegative continuous function.
is a solution of problem (1.1).It is easy to see by integration of (1.1)that
Integrate again ,we can get
Conversely, if u is a solution of (1.1),direct differentiation of (1.1)implies, for
where For the sake of applying fixed-point theorem . let P 1 ={x ∈ C[0, 1]: x is nonnegative and x ∞ = x(1)}. We construct a cone K in P C 2 [0, 1]by
Next ,it follows from Arzela-Ascoli theorem ,one can prove T : K → Kis completely continuous.
Main Results
Following sun and wen[16],we define some important constants
)possess a positive solution in P
Proof:Let T be a cone preserving,completely continuous operator. Now We prove that
here we let
In the same way we can show (T u) ∞ ≤ u ∞ ≤ u P C 2 . Now we prove that T u P C 2 ≥ u P C 2 for u ∈ K ∂Ω 2 .Ω 2 = {u ∈ P C 2 [0, 1] : u P C 2 < R}.
(T u) ∞ =| Thus T u P C 2 ≤ u P C 2 for u ∈ K ∂Ω 1 . T u P C 2 ≥ u P C 2 for u ∈ K ∂Ω 2 . Therefore assertion of krasnosel'skii fixed-point theorem is fulfilled and thus T possesses a fixed point u ∈ K (Ω 2 \Ω 1 ),Clearly,u is a positive solution to BVP(1.1)with the desired properties.
Similar to the proof of that in the above theorem,we can show 
